MADRID CAMPUS JESUIT AWARD FOR GRADUATE PROGRAMS

SOME COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS

What is the MC Jesuit Award for Graduate Programs?

The MC Jesuit Award for Graduate Programs will be automatically awarded to entering graduate students who meet all of the following criteria:

- he/she must have met the established requirements for admission to Saint Louis University- Madrid-Campus and must have been admitted to the Madrid Campus Spanish or English graduate programs,
- he/she has not been awarded a graduate degree from any college or university,
- he/she must have earned a Bachelor’s degree from a Jesuit institution anywhere around the world.

The award has a value of 50 € per credit at Saint Louis University-Madrid Campus and has a maximum value of 1,500 € to complete the program.

Is the MC Jesuit Award for Graduate Programs renewable?

The MC Jesuit Award for Graduate Programs is automatically renewed but is contingent upon the student maintaining a 3.0 cumulative grade point average (GPA).

What happens if a MC Jesuit Award for Graduate Programs recipient does not maintain the required 3.0 cumulative GPA?

If a MC Jesuit Award for Graduate Programs recipient’s cumulative GPA falls below the required 3.0, as reviewed at the end of each Semester, the student may lose the scholarship.

Does a MC Jesuit Award for Graduate Programs apply to summer tuition expenses?

No. The MC Jesuit Award for Graduate Programs only applies to the Fall and Spring Semesters of the academic year.

Can a MC Jesuit Award for Graduate Programs be used to study abroad?

No. The MC Jesuit Award for Graduate Programs only applies on the Madrid Campus.

Can a MC Jesuit Award for Graduate Programs be combined with other sources of financial aid?

The MC Jesuit Award for Graduate Programs can be combined with any other scholarship up to, but not exceeding, the cost of tuition for a given semester. It may also be combined with need-based financial assistance and/or outside funding.
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